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Active binary stars contain rapidly rotating stars that spend Active binary stars contain rapidly rotating stars that spend 

much (~ 40%) of the time flaring. Flare outburst time scales much (~ 40%) of the time flaring. Flare outburst time scales 

and duty cycle are much longer than on the Sun and M dwarfs.and duty cycle are much longer than on the Sun and M dwarfs.

Osten & Brown 1999, ApJ, 515, 746



RS RS CVnCVn Binaries observed by us with ChandraBinaries observed by us with Chandra

�� SigmaSigma22 CrBCrB ---- Active binary with two dwarf Active binary with two dwarf 

components  (F6 V + G0 V) components  (F6 V + G0 V) ------ solarsolar--like stars like stars 

but rotating once in just over a day [25 times but rotating once in just over a day [25 times 

faster than the Sun]. Orbital period =1.14 days.faster than the Sun]. Orbital period =1.14 days.

�� Sigma Gem Sigma Gem ---- Active binary with a giant primary Active binary with a giant primary 

(K1 III) (K1 III) ------ secondary is a dwarf with spectral secondary is a dwarf with spectral 

type G6 or later. Orbital period = 19.604 days.type G6 or later. Orbital period = 19.604 days.

�� HR1099 HR1099 ---- Active binary with a Active binary with a subgiantsubgiant primary primary 

(K1 IV) (K1 IV) ------ secondary is a G5 dwarf. Orbital secondary is a G5 dwarf. Orbital 

period = 2.84 days.period = 2.84 days.



Chandra Observation of Chandra Observation of σσ22 CrBCrB
((OstenOsten et al. 2003, et al. 2003, ApJApJ, 582, 1073), 582, 1073)

�� 86 86 ksks obsobs. . ---- on  2000 June 18on  2000 June 18--19 19 (First of 5 EUVE flares).(First of 5 EUVE flares).

�� Long quiescence Long quiescence –– typically flare rise faster than decay.typically flare rise faster than decay.

�� Overall enhancement x3.5 but x15 for Overall enhancement x3.5 but x15 for λ < 10 Α.λ < 10 Α.

�� Flare TFlare Tee 50 MK, 50 MK, cfcf 30 MK in quiescence, 30 MK in quiescence, –– bulk of plasma at 6bulk of plasma at 6--8 MK.8 MK.

�� Fe abundance doubles (0.46 Fe abundance doubles (0.46 --> 0.91) during flare but other > 0.91) during flare but other 

elements changes far less.elements changes far less.



Chandra Observation of Chandra Observation of σ σ GemGem

�� 120 120 ksks obsobs.  .  ---- 2005 May 162005 May 16--18 (Two 60 18 (Two 60 ksecksec pieces).pieces).

�� Strong continuum emission that declines throughout the Strong continuum emission that declines throughout the 

observation.observation.

�� Star observed during two days of flare decay, with a Star observed during two days of flare decay, with a 

starting level at ~ 3 times the expected quiescent level.starting level at ~ 3 times the expected quiescent level.



Chandra Observation of Chandra Observation of σ σ GemGem

�� Steady flare decay with almost Steady flare decay with almost 

all change at high energy (Data all change at high energy (Data 

split into 8 or 4 pieces).split into 8 or 4 pieces).

�� Strong radio flare at 3 + 20 cm Strong radio flare at 3 + 20 cm 

WITHOUTWITHOUT any Xany X--ray response ray response --

------ no no NeupertNeupert Effect.Effect.

�� Significant injection of Significant injection of 

energetic electrons emitting energetic electrons emitting 

nonthermalnonthermal gyrosynchrotrongyrosynchrotron

emission but no additional emission but no additional 

heating of the denser Xheating of the denser X--ray ray 

emitting plasma.emitting plasma.



Chandra Observation of Chandra Observation of σ σ GemGem
�� Steady thermal evolution Steady thermal evolution ––

systematic decline in peak of systematic decline in peak of 
DEM, but with persistent hot DEM, but with persistent hot 
plasma. NB Peak Tplasma. NB Peak Tee over 10over 1088 K.K.

�� Multiple flare components must Multiple flare components must 
be present.be present.

�� Density evolution at Mg XI (i.e. Density evolution at Mg XI (i.e. 
involving apparently stable log involving apparently stable log 
TTee =6.8 plasma) from =6.8 plasma) from fromfrom 101013 13 

cmcm--33 at the start of observation at the start of observation 
almost to the low density limit of almost to the low density limit of 
101011 11 cmcm--3 3 at the end.at the end...

�� Almost no change in elemental Almost no change in elemental 
abundances.abundances.



Variability during Chandra HR1099 ObservationVariability during Chandra HR1099 Observation

�� No XNo X--ray flares in Chandra (136 ray flares in Chandra (136 ksecksec) data.) data.

�� Two UV flares without a coronal response Two UV flares without a coronal response ––-- flare heating does not flare heating does not 
have to seen in soft Xhave to seen in soft X--rays.rays.

Ayres et al. 2001,
ApJ, 549, 554



SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONSSUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS

�� Are these flare outbursts Are these flare outbursts 

anything like solar flares?anything like solar flares?

�� How much of the solar How much of the solar 

flare physics can be flare physics can be 

transferred to the stellar transferred to the stellar 

flare outbursts?flare outbursts?



SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONSSUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS

�� Basic magnetic reconnection Basic magnetic reconnection 

physics undoubtedly the same. physics undoubtedly the same. 

�� B similar, but filling factor much B similar, but filling factor much 

larger and field distribution can larger and field distribution can 

differ significantly.differ significantly.

�� Outbursts involve many coronal Outbursts involve many coronal 

loops and significant fraction of loops and significant fraction of 

stellar corona [stellar corona [No “single loop” No “single loop” 

modelsmodels!]. This must be so !]. This must be so 

because of the different time because of the different time 

scales seen for distinct plasma scales seen for distinct plasma 

components.components.



SUMMARY & CONCLUSIONSSUMMARY & CONCLUSIONS

�� BehaviourBehaviour strongly supports strongly supports 

chomosphericchomospheric evaporationevaporation filling loops filling loops 

and and nonthermalnonthermal particle acceleration. particle acceleration. 

The particles driving the evaporation The particles driving the evaporation 

can only be firmly characterized by can only be firmly characterized by 

harder (> 10 harder (> 10 keVkeV) X) X--ray data.ray data.

�� Soft XSoft X--ray and radio show how the ray and radio show how the 

flare process fills flare process fills differentdifferent coronal coronal 

magnetic loops. magnetic loops. 

�� Long periods of near constant Long periods of near constant 

quiescence, even though the activity quiescence, even though the activity 

levels are 10levels are 1033 times the solar level,  times the solar level,  

are just as important.are just as important.

�� Outburst duration related to log g .Outburst duration related to log g .





Chandra Observation of Chandra Observation of σ σ GemGem

�� Mg XI HeMg XI He--like triplet like triplet –– density diagnostic @ log Te = 6.8density diagnostic @ log Te = 6.8

�� Electron density declines over time from 10Electron density declines over time from 1013 13 cmcm--33 at the at the 

start of the observation almost to the low density limit of start of the observation almost to the low density limit of 

101011 11 cmcm--3 3 at the end.at the end.



The EndThe End



Flare Magnetic Field Geometries areFlare Magnetic Field Geometries are ComplexComplex

�� Constant interaction between Constant interaction between 

magnetic loops.magnetic loops.

�� “Two“Two--ribbon flares.”ribbon flares.”

�� Stellar situation even more complex Stellar situation even more complex ––

coronal filling factors near unity, EM coronal filling factors near unity, EM 

much larger but densities similar, i.e. much larger but densities similar, i.e. 

coronal volumes and extent larger.coronal volumes and extent larger.

Aschwanden, Poland, & Rabin (2001)
Ann. Rev. Astr. Ap., 39,175



Schematic Flaring Loop ConfigurationSchematic Flaring Loop Configuration

(X(X--ray and Radio Emitting Regions)ray and Radio Emitting Regions)

Bastian, Benz, & Gary (1998) Ann. Rev. Astr. Ap. 36, 131



XX--ray and EUV Flares on Sigmaray and EUV Flares on Sigma2 2 CrBCrB

�� Higher energy Higher energy passbandspassbands see faster flaressee faster flares

Osten et al. 2000, ApJ, 544, 953



HR1099 Chandra HETG SpectrumHR1099 Chandra HETG Spectrum



the endthe end



Measuring Coronal DensitiesMeasuring Coronal Densities



Future PotentialFuture Potential

�� Significant increases in the number of young stars with well Significant increases in the number of young stars with well 
established stellar properties can be made using groundestablished stellar properties can be made using ground--based based 
optical and IR observations.optical and IR observations.

�� Coronal spectroscopy is limited to the capabilities of Chandra, Coronal spectroscopy is limited to the capabilities of Chandra, XMM, XMM, 
and Astroand Astro--E2 for the foreseeable future.E2 for the foreseeable future.

�� UV spectroscopy is in turmoil with the demise of HST STIS and noUV spectroscopy is in turmoil with the demise of HST STIS and no
way to install the COS spectrograph on HST.way to install the COS spectrograph on HST.

�� In contrast, a vast improvement in radio and subIn contrast, a vast improvement in radio and sub--mm observational mm observational 
capability in just a few years due to the EVLA and ecapability in just a few years due to the EVLA and e--MERLIN arrays MERLIN arrays 
and most notably the construction of ALMA (Chile).and most notably the construction of ALMA (Chile).

�� Measuring chromospheric and transition region flows associated Measuring chromospheric and transition region flows associated 
with flares should be relatively easy in the UV but measuring thwith flares should be relatively easy in the UV but measuring the e 
coronal velocity fields using UV and FUV coronal forbidden linescoronal velocity fields using UV and FUV coronal forbidden lines is is 
challenging. challenging. 



EUV Flare Morphology EUV Flare Morphology –– Long Duration Flares on HR1099Long Duration Flares on HR1099

�� Flares involving many loops and large volumesFlares involving many loops and large volumes

�� Multiple decay timescales Multiple decay timescales –– flare expansionflare expansion

�� Long timescales imply extensive continued heatingLong timescales imply extensive continued heating

–– no single impulsive reconnection eventno single impulsive reconnection event



Solar Flaring Loops and Flare PropagationSolar Flaring Loops and Flare Propagation



Summary of Current KnowledgeSummary of Current Knowledge

�� Long uninterrupted Chandra and XMM Long uninterrupted Chandra and XMM 
observations allow detailed study of changes in observations allow detailed study of changes in 
coronal temperature, emission measure, and coronal temperature, emission measure, and 
abundances. abundances. 

�� Coronal flare densities can be measured only in Coronal flare densities can be measured only in 
the most fortuitous cases.the most fortuitous cases.

�� Measuring chromospheric and transition region Measuring chromospheric and transition region 
flows associated with flares is relatively easy in flows associated with flares is relatively easy in 
the UV but measuring the coronal velocity fields the UV but measuring the coronal velocity fields 
using UV and FUV coronal forbidden lines is using UV and FUV coronal forbidden lines is 
challenging. challenging. 

�� “We “We gottagotta get lucky” get lucky” –– need a big (factor of 10?) need a big (factor of 10?) 
flare and to see all of it in Xflare and to see all of it in X--rays, UV, and rays, UV, and 
probably radio.probably radio.



the endthe end


